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SINGULAR PERTURBATIONS AND NONSTANDARD

ANALYSIS1

BY

S. ALBEVERIO, J. E. FENSTAD AND R. H0EGH-KROHN

Abstract. We study by methods of nonstandard analysis second order

differential operators with zero order coefficients which are too singular to

be defined by standard functions. In particular we study perturbations of

the Laplacian in R1 given by potentials of the form X2j S(x — xj). We also

study Sturm-Liouville problems with zero order coefficients given by

measures and prove that they satisfy the same oscillation theorems as the

regular Sturm-Liouville problems.

1. Introduction. Nonstandard analysis, a subject initiated by A. Robinson

(see [1]), is by now a large body of knowledge, with applications in different

fields, see e.g., the recent books [2], [3] and references therein. Parts of

analysis where nonstandard analysis should be very useful are those involving

singular perturbations, like the ones encountered in certain physical prob-

lems. For some work in this direction see e.g. [4] and references therein. In

fact there are problems which find their natural formulation only in non-

standard analysis. In this paper we examine some examples of such problems.

It is clear from the treatment however that the methods are suitable for

handling much more general singular perturbation problems.

Let us in general terms try to give grounds for this belief by pointing to a

similarity between nonstandard methods and applications of distribution

theory. In both cases we have a mathematical structure E, in both cases we

introduce "ideal" elements, in nonstandard analysis an extension *E, in

distribution theory a completion £". In many cases it does not matter whether

we work in the extension *E or in E'. But *E has an extra algebraic and

combinatorial richness which is lost in the distribution theoretic framework.

Thus the methodological theme of our paper is that sometimes (but not

necessarily always) this extra richness can be put to good use.

We can distinguish two parts in our paper. In the first one, consisting of

§§2 and 3 we examine perturbations of the Laplacian in R3 by "5-functions".

The second part, consisting of §4, handle the Sturm-Liouville theory with a
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zero order coefficient which is a measure. Let us now give some more details

on the problems and the results of the different sections.

In §2 we treat by nonstandard analysis a problem which has been formula-

ted and discussed previously in terms of standard analysis by F. A. Berezin

and L. D. Faddeev [5]. It arises in the quantum mechanical description of two

particles interacting by a potential of the form "AS", where 8 is the delta

function in R3 and X is a constant. Recently a solution in terms of Dirichlet

forms was given [6] as follows. To the formal operator - A + X8 there

corresponds, for certain values of X, a one-parameter family of self adjoint

operators 77a in L2(R 3). These can be characterized as the selfadjoint opera-

tors associated with the Dirichlet forms

(77a1/2/,77a'/2/)=/(grad/)2Jpa,

where dp.a(x) = (a/2m)(e~Mx{/\x\2)dx, x E R3.

The construction of 77a that Berezin and Faddeev gave was in terms of

characteristic functions in the Fourier transform space. C. Friedman [7] (see

also [8]) has further discussed this problem and the corresponding problems

in Rd of perturbations of the Laplacian by sequences of potentials with

shrinking supports. In particular he has proved resolvent convergences of

-A - (3/47r)À«2Xi/„ as n -* °°> where X\/n IS me characteristic function of

the sphere of radius 1/«. The limit is 77a with a = 0, if 3X/7T3 is an odd

integer, and it is -A if 3a/7t3 is not an odd integer. Friedman's results have

been shown by Nelson, as an illustration to his paper on nonstandard

analysis [9], to follow from the nonstandard perturbation problem — A —

(3X/4tre2)xe, where e is an infinitesimal (in some nonstandard extension *R

of R: see e.g. [2] for definitions concerning nonstandard analysis).

In §2 of the present paper we bridge the gap between Nelson's nonstandard

result and Berezin-Faddeev's standard one by a more refined choice of the

nonstandard perturbation, in fact by taking A^a)^, Xe(a) = [ — (k

+ j)27r2/e2 + 2a/e + ß], with a and ß real standard and k an integer. We

show that 77„ = -A + ^(a)^ is near standard and its standard part 77a is

independent of k, ß and, as a runs through R, 77a runs through all the

selfadjoint extensions of the restriction of -A to ^(R3 - (0}), i.e. 77a

coincides with the above operators defined by Dirichlet forms. The method

used in the proof is a refinement of Nelson's one and an extension to three

dimensions of methods used before by Kelemen and Robinson [4] for

one-dimensional quantum mechanical problems.

In §3 we give the perturbation theory of the more general problems of the

type - A — a2"= , 8 (x — x¡), where x, are fixed points in R3. We make

precise the problem in terms of nonstandard analysis, as the problem of
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studying the selfadjoint operator 77 associated with the closed form — (/, A/)

- X2j.nK/, sw(- -Xj))\2 on the nonstandard Hilbert space *L2(R3), where 8U

is the Fourier transform of the characteristic function xu OI me nonstandard

ball |x| < w, with w infinite. We show that for X = Xu(a),

Xu(«)-' = /       -^-j+o,      «eR,
j\p\<.u p  + mr

we have that H = Ha is near standard, with 77 = st H, and we give an

explicit expression for (Ha + m2)'1, m > 0, m E R, by utilizing the Neu-

mann series for the corresponding problem with a standard finite to, together

with the transfer principle.

In §4 we take up the study of the Sturm-Liouville Dirichlet problem

Au = ~(pu')' + ¡iu (1.1)

on L2([a, b]), with p a positive measure. By associating to this problem the

corresponding nonstandard Sturm-Liouville problem given by the second

order nonstandard differential operator

Äü = ~(*pü')' + q^ü

on *L2([a, b]), where q is a smooth nonstandard version of the standard

measure p, we are able to give a sense to the problem (1.1). We show that the

standard results proven for the regular Sturm-Liouville problem hold also in

our more singular situation. In particular we show that the selfadjoint

operator associated with (1.1) has discrete spectrum consisting of simple

eigenvalues 0 < An < X, < • • • < A, < ■ • • , such that the corresponding

eigenfunctions un have exactly « + 2 zeros, at which they change sign, and

the zeros of un + x separate those of un. These results follow using that the

corresponding nonstandard differential operator A has such properties.

For the terminology of nonstandard analysis we refer to [2].

2. Perturbations of the Laplacian by a potential with infinitesimal support.

On L2(R+, dr), dr is the Lebesgue measure, consider the selfadjoint operator

A = -d2/dr2 + XXt(r) (2.1)

with Dirichlet boundary conditions at r = 0, where x- 1S me characteristic

function for the interval [0, e] for some e > 0. Let v¡, i — 1, 2, be solutions of

the corresponding equation

- u" + X&u - zu = 0 (2.2)

on R+ with zeC, such that z?R+ and v¡(0) = 0 and v2(r) -> 0 as r -> oo.

By the Sturm-Liouville theory we then have that

K = vxv'2 - v\v2 (2.3)

is independent of r and if K ^ 0 then z is not an eigenvalue of A, thus z — A
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has a bounded inverse on L2(R+)

G2 = (z-A)-X,

where the kernel of Gz is given by

r ,      x       1   ¡vx(x)v2(y),    x < y,
Gz(x,y) --p      /«\   / %       *• (2-4)

K \vx(y)v2(x),     y < x.

From (2.2) we have, with ReVz > 0, that

sm(Vz - X r),        0 < r < s,
»iW-M     ' ' (2-5)

laeVzr +¿e-Vzr,    £ < r,

and

I   „„VA-z r    i     J„ — VA — z r        A   ^   _   ^   _

(2.6)
; r.

From the continuity of v¡(r) and v[(r) at r = e we get

a = ie-vÇMsinVz~:rA£+AA—^  cosVT^e),

¿> = ¿e^'íánVF^Xe -J^^cosVT^Xe). (2.7)

This gives

7s: = -2aVz~ . (2.8)

We shall now assume that a =£ 0 which of course always is the case if

Im z =£ 0. In this case Gz = (z - ^4)_1 is bounded.

Let us now introduce the hyper reals *R, a nonstandard extension of the

real numbers R, and let accordingly *L2(R+) be the corresponding non-

standard extension of the Hubert space L2(R+). For any positive A E *R we

then have a unique selfadjoint operator *A given by (2.1) on *L2(R+),

where x¡ now is me characteristic function for the interval [0, e] c *R. By the

transfer principle all the calculations and formulas above still hold, so for any

A e *R we still have that *A is selfadjoint and if Im z ¥= 0 then * Gz = (z

— *A)~X is a bounded operator on *L2(R+). For e infinitesimal we are

interested in the case where *GZ is near standard, i.e. for any/ E *L2(R+)

which is near standard we have that *Gzf is near standard. Because in this

case st/-» st *Gj/(st being the operation of taking the standard part) defines

an everywhere defined hence bounded linear operator on L2(R+).

So take now e E *R to be positive and infinitesimal, i.e. near zero. Then

*GZ will be near standard if its kernel *Gz(x,y) is a near standard function.
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From (2.4) we see that this happens if the constants a and b are near standard

and a is not infinitesimal.

If A is finite, i.e. near standard, and e is infinitesimal it follows easily from

(2.7) that st *Gz(x,y) is nothing but the resolvent kernel of the operator

A0 = — d2/dr2 with Dirichlet boundary conditions.

If on the other hand A is infinite, i.e. not near standard, then to have a and

b near standard we choose A such that sin Vz — Ac and

Vz — A cos Vz - A e both are near standard. But then cosVz — A £ must

be infinitesimal, i.e.

VT^X £ = (k + \)m + tj (2.9)

where k E *N and tj is infinitesimal and so small that

à = VT^A cos VT^X £(-1)* (2.10)

is near standard. It is easily seen that à is near standard iff Vz — A sin tj is

near standard and with A given in (2.9) this is equivalent with the quotient

tj/e being near standard. From (2.9) we have

From (2.10) we get with y = tj/e and y0 = st y

st<3 = (k + i)irst - cos((A: + ¿)ir + tj)(-1)*

= (-l)k + x(k + i-)vy0sin(k + fy = -(k+\)y07T. (2.12)

So if à is near standard then we must take k E N, on the other hand if we do

take k E N and tj = y£ with y e R then

a = st ä = -(k + \)yn. (2.13)

Moreover then A takes the form

X=-(k+\f^ + ^a + z-y2 (2.14)

where a and y are in R. We also get with this choice of X that

"■(-"K1^)'  "»-(-»'íÍ'-vt) <2-15>
so that

st —^^—  = I/a. (2.16)
Vz(a-b)

From (2.16) however we see that

stvx(e)/v\(e)=l/a, (2.17)
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so that u¡ = st vx satisfies the equation

- u'{ - zu = 0 (2.18)

and the boundary condition

a«,(0) = M',(0). (2.19)

Moreover since u2 = st v2 satisfies (2.18) and tends to zero at infinity we have

that

stG,(x,y) = -UM'«"2^'    X<y> (2.20)
a  '*>      st K \ux(y)u2(x),    x>y, K      }

is the kernel of the resolvent for the selfadjoint operator Aa given as — d2/dr2

with boundary condition (2.19) on L2(R+).

It is easy to see that st Gz (x, y) does not change if we add a near standard

number to A. Hence we may take A to be equal to

Moreover we have seen that st Gz(x,y) does not depend on k hence we may

take k = 0. We have thus the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1. Consider the selfadjoint operator

Aa= -d2/dr2 + \(a)xt (2.22)

with Dirichlet boundary conditions on the nonstandard Hubert space

*L2(R+, dr), where

K(^)=-(k+^)2^ + -£a + ß

with a and ß in R, e E *R, e positive and infinitesimal, k E N, and Xe me

characteristic function of the nonstandard interval [0, e] c *R. Then Aa is near

standard in the sense that its resolvent (Aa + z)"x is near standard. Moreover

its standard part is the selfadjoint operator — d2/dr2 with boundary conditions

au(0) = u'(0), in the sense that st(Aa + z)~x is the resolvent of this operator in

the standard Hubert space L2(R+, dr). Especially the standard part of Aa does

not depend on k E N or ß ER.   □

If A is the restriction of — d2/dr2 to the C00C(R+)-functions, then A is a

symmetric operator on L2(R+, dr). It is well known that the selfadjoint

extensions of A are — d2/dr2 with boundary conditions au(0) = u'(0). Hence

we have the following corollary.

Corollary 2.2. Any selfadjoint extension of the restriction of -d2/dr2 to

CJ"(R+) is of the form of the standard part of -d2/dr2 + X& on *L2(R+, dr)

with any fixed infinitesimal e and some appropriately chosen X.   □
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Now let A = 23=1 32/3x,2 be the Laplacian as a selfadjoint operator in the

standard Hubert space L2(R3). We are interested in selfadjoint extensions of

the restriction Â of A to C0°°(R3 - {0}). Now in polar coordinates A takes the

form

A=^ + H + 7* <2-23>

where B is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on L2(S2). B has discrete spectrum

with the eigenvalues -/(/ + 1), / E Z+, with finite multiplicity. Hence to

study A it is enough to study the operators

d2      2d      Ht+ 1)

on L2(R+, r2dr), and to study the selfadjoint extensions of Á is equivalent to

study the selfadjoint extensions of the restriction Á, of A/ to C0°°(R+). Now

(2.24) is unitarily equivalent to

d2/dr2 - 1(1 + \)/r2 (2.25)

on L2(R+,dr), and the unitary equivalence is given by /(/•) «-> rf(r), so in

particular C0°°(R+) is carried onto itself by this unitary equivalence. Thus we

shall study the selfadjoint extensions of the restriction of (2.25) to C0°°(R+). It

is well known, see for instance [10], that (2.25) is essentially selfadjoint for

/ > 1. We have therefore only to consider the selfadjoint extensions of

— d2/'dr2 on C™(R+). These however are characterized in Corollary 2.2.

Let A also denote the selfadjoint Laplacian in the nonstandard Hubert

space *L2(R3). Let us consider the selfadjoint perturbation

77x= -A + Ax.flxl) (2.26)

where x¡ = X* (1*1) is the characteristic function for the nonstandard ball

|x| < e. £ will be a fixed infinitesimal. We want to know for which values of A

the operator 77A is near standard in the sense that its resolvent is near

standard. If we split the Hubert space *% = *L2(R3) into its rotationally

symmetric part *%s and its orthogonal complement *%f,

*% = *%s 0 *3QL, (2.27)

we get from the fact established above, namely that the restriction of A to

C0°°(R3) n 3CSX is essentially selfadjoint, that the restriction of 77A to *3CX is

near standard and its standard part is simply the same as that of A. Hence we

may limit our investigation to the restriction of Hx to *%s. But this

restriction is unitarily equivalent, by the equivalence f(r) <r+ rf(r), to the

operator (2.1) in *L2(R+, dr). From the results above and Theorem 2.1 we

therefore have
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Theorem 2.3. Consider the selfadjoint operator

Ha= -A + A£(a)x£

on the nonstandard Hubert space *L2(R3), where

Xe(a)=-(k + ^)2^ + ^a + ß

with a and ß in R, k E N and e a fixed positive infinitesimal in *R and Xe «

the characteristic function for the nonstandard ball \x\ < e in *R3. Then Ha is

near standard in the sense that its resolvent (Ha + z)~x is near standard.

Moreover its standard part does not depend on k E N or ß ER but is different

for different a. As a runs through R, st 77a (the standard operator with resolvent

equal to st(77a + z)~l) runs through all the selfadjoint extensions of the

restriction of A to C0°°(R3 - (0}).

3. Perturbations of the Laplacian by a potential with support in a finite set.

Consider a perturbation of the Laplacian of the form

-A-X2 5(x-x,) (3.1)
i-i

where A is the selfadjoint Laplacian in L2(R3) and 5(x — x,) are the 8-

measures at the points x,. X2"=1 8(x — x,) is a measure with support on the

finite set (x,, . . . , x„}, x, E R3. (3.1) is of course entirely formal and does not

make sense as an operator in L2(R3). Formally the corresponding bilinear

form is given by

/ |V/|2(x)¿x-X¿|/(x,.)|2, (3.2)
•'R3 f-1

which at least is a densely defined bilinear form on L2(R3), but it is not

closable and therefore it does not define any operator. Introducing the

Fourier transform, (3.2) takes the form

(p2\f (p)\2dp - x 2 I [ f (pyvdp (3.3)

We are naturally led to first study the following bilinear form on the standard

Hubert space L2(R3):

7-1
f       / (p)e^dp

2

(3.4)

where A, and u are in R and p2 is the selfadjoint operator on L2(R3) given by

multiplication by p2 = p2 + p2 + p\- (3.4) is obviously a closed semibounded

form on L^R3) and the corresponding selfadjoint operator is given by
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77=p2-X2   »fv®*
7-1

j n (3.5)

and $x(p) = Xu(p)e'xp where xu is the characteristic function of the ball

|p| < w and we write <p ® ip for the operator

(»«*)/-(*,/)» (3.6)

whenever <p and \p are in the Hubert space /^(R3). (3.5) is then a perturbation

of p2 by an operator of finite rank «.

Set now

v = 2 fc ® *>•
y-i »     '•» (3.7)

Since K is bounded we have for m big enough

(77 + m2)'1

= (p2 + m2)"1/2(l - X(p2 + m2)~l/2V(p2 + m2)"1/2)"'(p2 + m2)'"2.

(3.8)

Set now

v4 = (p2 + m2Yx,2V(p2 + m2)'1'2 (3.9)

then

Ak = (p2 + «z2)_,/V(p2 + m2)"1 . . . F(p2 + m2)~1V(p2 + «i2)~'/2.

(3.10)

Now define the n X m matrix gy by

gy = (^,(p2 + m2)-\x) (3.11)

then

*      _

j\p\<w pz + mr

and

^* = (p2 + m2)"'/2
^ VXjfijulSj-Jl " • • 8jk-Jk V*jk

L 7i, • • • ,7*

(3.12)

(p2 + «z2)-1/2

(3.13)

or

,4* = (p2 + m2)"'/2 2 *,(**-')» •*,
v

(p2 + m2)   1/2     (3.14)

where (g*  ')# is the A: — 1 power of the matrix gy. Since A is a bounded
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operator we have for |X| < \\A ||   ' that

(1 -XA)~X = 2  *kA'

k = 0

which by (3.14) is equal to

l+X(p2 + «z2r1/2 2*i i *v) ®*,
«V \A: = 0 I y

(3.15)

(p2 + m2)   1/2.   (3.16)

Now

x2 xv = x(i-Xg)-1=(x-'-g)-
* = 0

(3.17)

Hence we have that

(1 -XA)-'= 1 +(p2 + m2)~l/2

Thus from (3.8) we get

(p2 + m2-XV)~l

= (p2 + m2)_1+(p2 + m2)"

(3.18)

S(x-'-g),:V,,®^(p2 + m2)

(3.19)

Since (3.19) holds for all X in the complex disk |X| < Mil-' i* holds also by

analytic continuation for all X such that X ~ ' is not an eigenvalue of g. Hence

(3.19) holds for all X E R with the exception of at most « real points, namely

the points where X " ' is an eigenvalue of the symmetric « X m matrix g.

Up to now in this paragraph all our considerations have been standard. Let

us now consider the nonstandard Hubert space  *L2(R3) and the form

,2

(/y/)-A2
7-1

f       f(p)eiVdp (3.20)

where X and u are in *R and w is taken to be infinite positive, i.e. positive

and not near standard. By the transfer principle (3.20) defines a closed form

on *L2(R3) and, again by the transfer principle, the corresponding selfadjoint

operator H satisfies again (3.19) except at most for « real values of X. Hence

we have that

(77 + m2)-'= (p2 + m2yl+±(X-x - g)¡\ ® ^ (3.21)

U
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where

f      t**-*ú _^__ = GÁX¡ _ x) (3.22)

and

9x =XÁP)eixp/(p2 + m2) (3.23)

where xu is the characteristic function for the nonstandard ball |x| < to. Let

us now assume that x, E R and x, =£ Xj for i ^ j. We want to choose X such

that 77 is near standard, i.e. that (77 + m2)~x is near standard. From (3.23)

we have that <px is near standard and in fact

st <px = eixp/ (p2 + m2) (3.24)

since u is infinite. From (3.22) we see that gy for z" # j is near standard and in

fact if i =£ j then

stg, =/  e^-x')p^—2 = G(Xi - xj) (3.25)
•'r3 p¿ + m¿

with

GW = 4^xTe"mW- (126)

On the other hand

&z-<?„(0)-/       ^^

is not near standard. However let us choose X E *R such that

X-' = C7u(0) + a (3.27)

with a E R, then X~ 'l - g is near standard, and if we set

| 0 for z = j,

k'     [g(X,    -    Xj) lOti+j, (3>28)

then

st(X-'-g) = a-g. (3.29)

Since the exceptional set for (3.21) consists of the values of X for which X~ ' is

an eigenvalue of g we get that this exceptional set corresponds to the set of a

for which a is an eigenvalue of g. Hence with this choice of X we have that

(77 + m2)~x is near standard and therefore by definition that 77 is near

standard. We have now proved the following theorem, expressed in the

Fourier transformed representation.
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Theorem 3.1. Let 8w(x) be the Fourier transform of the characteristic

function Xa °f me nonstandard ball \x\ < w with u infinite. Consider the closed

form

-(/,A/)-xá|(/,5u(--x,.))|2
j=i

on the nonstandard Hubert space *L2(R3), where (x,,. . . , x„} is a finite set in

R3 so that x, ^ Xj if i ¥=j, X E *R and A is the selfadjoint Laplacian in *L2(R3).

Let G(x) = e~mM/4w\x\ for x ER and let g = gy be the standard n X m

matrix

Í0 ifi=j,
%>      [ C7(x,. - Xj)     if i ¥>j,

and let Xu(a) be given by

J\p\<u    p¿ + U¿

If 77 is the selfadjoint operator corresponding to the closed form above then H is

near standard if X = Xa(a) with a E R. Moreover we have that if m ER and

m > 0 then, for any a not an eigenvalue of g,

st(77 + m2)-'= (-A + m2)-l+ £(« - g)~% ® GXj

ij

where Gx(x) = G(x - x,). If we set 770 = st 77 for X = Xu(a) we see that

— m2 is an eigenvalue for Ha if and only if a is an eigenvalue for g. Thus Ha

has at most « eigenvalues.

Remark. In the case « = 1, the family 77a coincides with the family of

Theorem 2.3.

4. Singular Sturm-Liouville theory. Let A be the selfadjoint Sturm-Liouville

operator with Dirichlet boundary conditions given by

Au = —(pu')' + qu (4.1)

on the standard Hubert space L2([a, b], dx), where p and q are smooth real

functions such that p > e > 0 and q > 0. The regular Sturm-Liouville theory

then tells us that A has discrete spectrum 0 < Xq < X, < • • • , consisting of

simple eigenvalues such that

I  V'<*>. (4.2)
i = 0

Moreover if Au„ = Xnun then un has « + 2 zeros in the interval [a, b] and the

zeros of u„+x separate the zeros of «„. We are now interested in extending

these results to the case where p and q are "singular functions", in particular
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the case where q is a bounded measure. In this case in particular (4.1) does

not make sense as a differential operator in L2([a, b]) and we shall have to

give an alternative definition of A. To do this it will be useful to consider the

corresponding nonstandard Sturm-Liouville operator in *L2([a, b]), with

Dirichlet boundary conditions,

Au = —(pu')' + qu

with p, q nonstandard but smooth functions, resp. measures. By analyzing the

nonstandard problem, we will be able to handle the standard problem. In fact

the nonstandard problem, being given in terms of a (nonstandard) differential

operator has the corresponding properties as the standard regular Sturm-

Liouville problem, and by using this we are able to deduce corresponding

conclusions on the singular (standard) Sturm-Liouville problem we are

interested in.

We first examine closer the standard operator

A0u=-(pu')' (4-3)

with Dirichlet boundary conditions on L2([a, b]), and where p is now a real

measurable nonnegative (not necessarily strictly positive or smooth) function.

Let

°'W = r t£t   and  «*(*)-/* "At- (4-4)
Ja      P(Z) Jx      P(Z)

We assume that 1/p is in Lx([a, b]) so that v¡, i = 1,2, are bounded

continuous functions. Let

r .    „v      1  ¡vi(x)v2(y),    x < y,
Go(x,y) = -p (4.5)

where

7C = p(*)(C¡ (x)ü2(x) - vx(x)v'2(x)). (4.6)

K is independent of x and GQ(x,y) is the kernel of G0 = vio"1. We see that

under the assumption that p~x E Lx([a, b]) then G0(x,y) is a bounded

continuous function. From (4.6) we have

K-j
W) (4J>

and since p > 0 by assumption we get K > 0, hence

C0(x,y)>0. (4.8)

A0 has discrete spectrum consisting of simple eigenvalues \°, z = 0, 1 . . . .

Since the operator G0 is of trace class, G0(x,y) being bounded and

continuous, with



y (ao)"'= i fb -^-\   íb\ fx -4?- fb -£-
fol   ';        ~Va      P(Z)I      l     l      P(Z)JX      P(Z)

wr'^-tf ^>- (4-11)
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rb

trG0=l    G(x,x)dx, (4.9)
'a

we have

-i     - ,
rb      rx        A~ rb        A~

dx < oo.    (4.10)
í-0

From this we get in particular, if we order the eigenvalues in such a way that

Afj "C A[ < A2 < ■ • • ,

<•>> _dz_

3a      P(z)

Hence

0 < X0° < X° < • • • . (4.12)

We shall now consider perturbations of A0. Let first q E Lx([a, b]) and

q > 0, then the selfadjoint operator

Au = -(pu')' + qu (4.13)

with Dirichlet boundary conditions satisfies

A > A0 (4.14)

so that if X are the eigenvalues of A then A,. > X° and in particular

X0-x<(b-a)fb -£-. (4.15)
Ja      P(Z)

Moreover if u¡ is the eigenfunction corresponding to A,, i.e.

Au¡ = \u¡

then, by the methods of the ordinary (singular) Sturm-Liouville theory, we

have that un has exactly « + 2 zeros o£k\ k = 1, . . . , n + 2, in [a, b] and the

zeros of u„ + x separate those of un, i.e.

a(„k)< a<V.°< «£*+I) (4.16)

for k t^ 0, « + 2. Now we have

- (pu'n)' + qu„ = \un (4.17)

and

un(a^) = un(a(nk+x)) = 0, (4.18)

so that X, is an eigenvalue of the Sturm-Liouville operator (4.17) on

L2([ank)' an(*+1)])> with Dirichlet boundary conditions in aj,k) and a^k+X), with

correspondent eigenfunction un. Since un has no zeros in (aj,k\ aj,k+X)) we see

that A,, is the lowest eigenvalue of this Sturm-Liouville operator. Thus from

(4.15) we have
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X-x<(aik^-a^)fa"k+" ^-. (4.19)
V 'M* P(Z)

This gives a lower bound on the distance af,k+X) — o£k) between consecutive

zeros of un.

Let us now on the other hand expand (A0 — Xq)~x in powers of A, which is

allowed by q E Lx, for |A| < \\G0\\-X\\q\\-X. We get

(A0 - Xq)'x= G0(l + XqGoyl= f   *"G0qG0 . . . qG0.        (4.20)
n=0

The kernel of G0qG0 . . . qG0 is given by

(G0qG0.. .qG0)(x,y)

n

= f ... [ G0(x, xx)G0(xx, x2) . . . G0(xn,y) U  q(xi)dxi.     (4.21)

We now remark that the right-hand side of (4.21) also makes sense if q is

replaced by a positive bounded measure p. Hence we can define the kernel

(G0[iG0. . . pG0)(x,y)

=J ■■ f G0(x, xx)... G0(xn,y)dp(xx) . . . ¿p(x„).    (4.22)

We observe that from (4.22) we have

||G0pG0...pG0||0O<||G0|r,||p||". (4.23)

This gives us the possibility to define the operator (A0 — Xp)_1 as the

operator in L2([a, b]) with kernel

GO

(A0 - Xp)"'(x,y) = 2  ><"(GoHG0 . . . pG0)(x,y), (4.24)
n=0

for |X| < HGoII^'IIpH"1. In fact the series (4.24) converges, by (4.23),

uniformly. Since moreover the kernel in (4.22) is continuous we get that

(A0 - Xp)~' is continuous, hence (4.24) defines, for X real and such that

1^1 < II^oIIü'IImII-1» a bounded symmetric operator in L2([a, b]) with

continuous kernel. For X > 0 we get from (4.24) that (A0 - Xp)_1 is positive,

and in fact

(Ao-Xfi)-^ G0. (4.25)

Since G0 = AqX is invertible, we get from (4.24) that, for |X| < || C?0|| ~11| p||_1,

(A0 — X¡i)~x is invertible, with positive inverse

A0 - Xp > 0. (4.26)

From this we get that the form (/, p/) = / I /12 dß is bounded in the following

way
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Xo(/,u/)<(/,^o/) (4-27)

for any/ E D(Aç/2) and 0 < A0 < ||G0||~'|| p||-1. This implies, since p is a

positive measure, that

Xo(/ P/) < (/, (A0 + Xp)/) (4.28)

for any positive X. From this we get that (/, (A0 + Xp)/) is a closed positive

form for any positive X and thus defines a unique selfadjoint operator

A0 + Xp, for any positive X.

Hence for any bounded positive measure p we have defined a selfadjoint

operator A = A0 + p. From the obvious fact that

A > A0 (4.29)

and the fact that A0 has discrete spectrum we have that A has discrete

spectrum. If X, are the eigenvalues with corresponding eigenfunctions un, so

that

Au„ = X„un, (4.30)

then by (4.29) and (4.10), we have 2„ \,~' < oo. Now for any element/ in

£>(^¿/2)wehave

\f(y)~f(x)\ =\fyf'(z)dz\= j"f\z)y[pl¿)  -à= dz (4.31)

hence by Schwarz inequality

/ \x/2l \1/2

\f(y)-f(x)\<(fy'(z)2p(z)dz))    (//^TT^j    •       (4-32)

From this it follows that / E D (A^2) is continuous and since by (4.28) we

have D(AX/2) c D (Aq/2), it follows from this that all eigenfunctions of A are

continuous, i.e. un are continuous functions for all «.

We can ask ourselves now whether the results of the ordinary Sturm-Liou-

ville theory about the simplicity of the eigenvalues X„, the number of zeros of

u and the separation theorem that the zeros of un+x should separate those of

un carry over to our singular situations. This is especially interesting since in

the ordinary proof of this type of results the fact that the Sturm-Liouville

operator is a second order differential operator is used in an essential way,

whereas our operator A0 + p is not a differential operator in the ordinary

sense when p is not a function.

We first observe that for the corresponding nonstandard problem we have

indeed a result of the type we want. Consider namely the nonstandard Hubert

space *L2([a, b]) and the corresponding nonstandard Sturm-Liouville opera-

tor with Dirichlet boundary conditions

Äü = -(pü')' + qü (4.33)
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in *L2([a, b]). We assume that p is a nonstandard function satisfying the

conditions 1/p E *Lx([a, b]) and p > 0, which are the nonstandard corre-

spondent of those we required for p in the standard problem. About q we

assume that it is a smooth nonstandard positive function. Then A is a well

defined selfadjoint operator in *L2([a, b]) and by the transfer principle we

have that A has discrete spectrum, with simple eigenvalues 0 < Xq < Xj

<••• < \ < • ■ • , n E *N and if ü„ is the eigenfunction to the eigenvalue

X,, then ün has exactly « + 2 zeros and the zeros of un+x separate those of ü„.

Consider now the special case where q is a smooth nonstandard realization

of the standard measure p, e.g.

q(x) = f 8e(x - y)dli(y), (4.34)

where 8e(x) = ( *(p/e)(x/e), with e positive and infinitesimal and ç>(x) a

positive C0°°-function of compact support such that f<p(x)dx = 1. Computing

A~x in the corresponding way as we computed (A0 + q)~x in the regular

case, we get that Ä ~x is near standard and in fact

sti"1 = (A0 + p)"1. (4.35)

Let now u„ be the eigenfunction in L2([a, b]) for A0 + p corresponding to the

eigenfunction w„ for Ä in *L2([a, b]), then by (4.35) we have

un = st ü„. (4.36)

Since ü„ has exactly « + 2 zeros aff\ k = 0, ...,« + 1 and un is continuous,

we see that un has at least « + 2 zeros, namely the points a^k) = st äff*.

We shall now show that these zeros have a nonvanishing standard distance

from each other. If we call X„ the eigenvalues of A0 + p corresponding to the

eigenfunction un we have, for « E N, by (4.35), that

K - st XV (4.37)

From the transfer principle we have then from (4.19) that

'hp     p(z)

from which it follows by taking the standard part that

(«<*+'>-«<*>) f^'' -f-  >V*>0, (4.39)
'Ja^       p(z)

so that the a¡¡k) are distinct zeros for un. We are now going to show that un has

no more than these n + 2 zeros. Analogously as in the usual standard regular

case we consider the initial value problem associated with our nonstandard

Sturm-Liouville Dirichlet problem, namely the differential equation

- (pü')' + qü = Xiï (4.40)
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over *R with q given as before by (4.34). By the transfer principle we have

that the initial value problem (4.40) with

ü(a) = ä,       ü'(a) = ß (4.41)

has the solution

û{x) = [p^y)Sya{q{z) - mz)dz + piaH'-p$) + *■  (442)

Hence if ä, ß and X are near standard then u = st it satisfies

dy

p(y)

+'wf Too +a' (443)
where a, ß and X are the standard parts of á, ß and X respectively. We are

going now to show that (4.43), looked upon as an integral equation for u, has

a unique solution. In fact set

dy

u(x)=f wvT ÍIy u{z)Mz) - \Tu{z)dz

TU=iXa^y-){Sayu{z)d"{z)-Xiyu{z)dZ (4.44)

Then

Tu(x)i <r^ mm)+wc - «j]»"»-   (4-45^p(y)
so that T as an operator on C([a, c]) satisfies

dy
117-11 <faC-^[ii([a,c]) + \X\(c - a)}. (4.46)

Hence if we choose c so small that

f 7W[M[a,C]) + |X|(C"a)]<1 (4'47)

then, by the contracting map principle, (4.43) on the interval [a, c] has a

unique solution u. Repeating now the same considerations for an interval

[c, d], with initial conditions at c given by the corresponding values u(c), u'(c)

of a, ß we may continue this further and since 1/p E Lx([a, b]) we actually

get that (4.43) has a unique solution in the interval [a, b] and the solution is in

C[a, b]. It follows easily that X is an eigenvalue of A0 + p if and only if (4.43)

with a = 0, ß =£ 0 has a solution u J= 0, so that for this solution we have that

u(b) = 0. But by the uniqueness of the solution of (4.43) we then have that u

is the unique solution with u(a) = 0, u(b) = 0, hence u is also the unique

eigenfunction for A0 + p to the eigenvalue X. Thus the family of solutions of

(A0 + ti)u„ = X„un (4.48)
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u^>p^£jv)>0-

for a fixed eigenvalue X„ of A0 + p is one-dimensional. Therefore we have

proven that the eigenvalues \, are simple and we have in fact

0 < Xo < X, < • • • (4.49)

i.e. all X„ are different.

Take now a = 0 and ß = 1 in (4.43), then

M(X)=f7u7) liy«(z)Mz)-XfJu(z)dz} +P(f)£jfo.    (4.50)
We see that for X = 0 we have u(x) > 0 for all x, because w(0) = 0 and

u'(0) = 1, so that for X = 0 we have

p(y)

From (4.50) we also get that if u is positive in the interval [a, x] then zz(x) is a

monotone decreasing function of X. Call c(X) the first zero of zz(x) situated at

the right of a, then c(X) is a monotone decreasing function of X. Moreover X0,

the first eigenvalue of A0 + p, is the unique solution of c(X) = b. This

however implies that the eigenfunction u0 of A0 + p corresponding to the

eigenvalue X0 is strictly positive in the interior of the interval [a, b]. Applying

now these considerations to the restriction of w„ to the interval [a„w, a¡,k+X)]

we get again that w„ is different from zero in the open interval (af,k\ aj,k+X)).

This then shows that un has exactly « + 2 zeros. Moreover from the fact

established above from the transfer principle that ün changes sign in consecu-

tive intervals (being continuous and having zeros between äjßx and äj,k++xX)),

we have that its standard part un also changes sign in consecutive intervals.

Since a¡¡k) is the standard part of ä^, we have that the ajQ x separate the aj,k\

Hence we have proven all results we were interested in, corresponding to

those of the standard regular Sturm-Liouville problem. We formulate this in

the following

Theorem 4.1. Let p be a positive function on [a, b] such that p~x E

Lx([a, b]) and let p be a positive bounded measure on the interval [a, b]. Then

the form

Jrb 2 Cb 2
p(x)u'(x)  dx + j    u(x)  dfi(x)

with zero boundary conditions is a closed positive form on L2[a, b] and thus

defines a positive selfadjoint operator A = A0 + p. A has discrete spectrum

consisting of simple eigenvalues 0 < X0 < Xx < • • • , such that 2X,~' < oo,

and the eigenfunction un corresponding to the eigenvalue \ is continuous on

[a, b] and has exactly « + 2 zeros on [a, b] and changes sign as one passes the

zeros. Moreover the zeros of un+x separate the zeros of un.
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Let A be the nonstandard Sturm-Liouville operator given by the nonstandard

differential operator

Au = —(*pü'Y + qü

on *L2([a, b]) with Dirichlet boundary conditions, such that q is the smooth

positive nonstandard function given by q = 8e * (*p), where 8e(x) =

(*tp/e)(x/e), with e positive and infinitesimal and *<p the nonstandard

extension of a smooth positive standard function <p such that J<p(x)dx = 1.

Then A is a positive selfadjoint near standard operator on *L2([a, b]) and

A = st A in the sense that A~x = st A ~ '. Moreover if Xn and ün for n E *N

are the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of A then for n E N, we have \ = st X„

and un = st ü„.
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